
How we can stop antibiotic resistance1 

 

“The world is heading towards a post-antibiotic era in which common infections will 
once again kill. If current trends continue, sophisticated interventions, like organ 
transplantation, joint replacements, cancer chemotherapy, and care of pre-term infants, 
will become more difficult or even too dangerous to undertake. This may even bring the 
end of modern medicine as we know it." 

That’s what the Director-General of the World Health Organization said last April when 
she appeared before the United Nations. Dr Margaret Chan wanted to warn of what 
many deem to be one of the greatest threats to global health today: the increasingly 
common problem of infections that do not respond to antibiotic treatment. 

The efficacy of the world’s antibiotics is quickly decaying – the drugs we’re using to 
treat infections are working less and less. If we continue at this rate without 
intervention, we may find that there is not a single antibiotic left to treat any type of 
bacterial infection. 

“This would really change life as we know it,” says Dr David Weiss, director of the 
Antibiotic Resistance Center at Emory University. “Consider going back to an era when 
a minor accident like a scrape could lead to death.” That’s what a world of total 
antibiotic resistance could lead to. 

But there’s good news: we are not likely to continue at this rate. The world is aware of 
the problem and there are many organisations, governments, and concerned citizens 
working hard to avoid a worst-case scenario. 

The bad news is that the issue is extremely complex and widespread. And thanks to the 
very nature of bacteria and how they work – and the damage we have already done – the 
world will never be entirely free from resistance. 

What is resistance? 

Say you contract a staph2 infection. In the past that was easily treated with penicillin. 
But today, it is very possible that your staph infection is actually MRSA – a version 
resistant to antibiotics (only 10% of current staph infections aren’t MRSA). Penicillin is 
useless against it. In fact, studies show that two in 100 people are carrying around the 
MRSA bacteria. 

Here’s how resistance develops: just like people, bacteria have DNA. And just like in 
humans, that DNA can mutate or change in response to inputs from the outside world. 
So, when humans use antibiotics to kill off bacteria, in some cases, those bacteria can 
respond by spontaneously mutating their genes, which changes their makeup in such a 
way that the antibiotics cannot kill them. The bacteria can then pass these genes on to 
other bacteria through reproduction – and those resistant bacteria can spread from one 
living thing to another. 

                                                      
1 Erin Biba - From BBC Future 2017 (edited). 
2 A type of bacteria. 



The tricky part of this is that bacteria can share these genes with each other across 
bacterial species – so they don’t even have to be that genetically similar to pass along 
resistance. Humans and animals, who are have trillions of different types of bacteria, 
then pass the resistant viruses along to each other. On top of it all, we introduce those 
resistant species to each other inside our own bodies. So, even if a human or an animal 
has been exposed to an antibiotic just once in their lives they can contain mutant 
bacteria that can be easily spread. And the more humans try to kill bacteria with 
antibiotics, and the more different antibiotics they use, the more opportunities bacteria 
have to develop new genes to resist those antibiotics. The less we use, the less bacteria 
can develop and share resistance. 

How big is the problem? 

It’s hard to say for sure, but the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
estimates that in the US alone there are about 23,000 people who die every year from 
antibiotic-resistant infections. Meanwhile, a 2015 study published in Nature found that 
global antibiotic consumption went up 30% between 2000 and 2010. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that with tuberculosis alone there are 
about 480,000 people worldwide with drug-resistant strains of the disease. In 2014 they 
estimated that 3.3% of all new cases of tuberculosis  were resistant to multiple drugs, 
and in recurring cases, 20% were resistant. They have also tracked cases of resistance 
(some very common and some less so) in drugs used to treat E. coli, urinary tract 
infections, HIV, gonorrhea, malaria, pneumonia, and staph infection (the drug resistant 
version of which is MRSA). 

And according to Public Health England, the “UK government considers the threat of 
antibiotic resistance as seriously as a flu pandemic and major flooding.” If left 
unchecked, antibiotic resistance could lead to 10 million deaths by 2050 worldwide, 
costing some £66 million. 

How did we get here? 

Plain and simple, humanity has drastically overused antibiotics. 

Doctors have spent decades handing out antibiotics to any patient that asked. On top of 
that, for many decades agricultural pursuits worldwide have fed huge amounts of 
antibiotics to livestock and food-producing animals – not only as a means to reduce 
infection, but also as a method to increase growth. And, while humans do not ingest 
those antibiotics, they do ingest and handle the bacteria that resides within those 
animals. So if those animals carried drug-resistant bacteria, you potentially could, as 
well. 

So why not just develop new antibiotics that the bacteria can’t resist? It has been several 
decades since a drug company developed and sold a new antibiotic. That’s because the 
process of developing any new drug is extremely expensive and the potential profit in 
an antibiotic after that massive investment is relatively low. According to Sprenger, 
“there are no legal instruments to prohibit the use of a new antibiotic.” What that means 
is if a new antibiotic is released there’s no way to stop the world from overusing it. At 
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current usage levels a new antibiotic, he says, would only have about two years on the 
market before bacterial resistance to it develops. 

How do we get ourselves out of this? 

First, the entire world needs to get on board. Two years ago this is essentially what 
happened when member states of the WHO agreed to accept a Global Action Plan. The 
plan lays out extensive solutions and best practices that all countries can take to reduce 
resistance. “That’s historic,” says Sprenger. "95% of the worldwide population is now 
living in a country where they have developed a national action plan. All these countries 
have increased activities in education, training, and prevention control.” 

Then, last year, the United Nations addressed the issue before the General Assembly – 
only the fourth time in history that a health issue was discussed there. And just this May 
the G20 leaders signed a declaration on global health that included tackling antibiotic 
resistance. So it’s definitely a grand challenge that world leaders are taking seriously. 

Once hospitals and physicians get on board with reducing prescriptions the next step is 
to change regulations around agriculture. 

Ten years ago the European Union banned antibiotics as growth promoters. And just 
this January, the US Food and Drug Administration removed growth from the indicated 
use of antibiotics on drug labelling. According to Dr William Flynn, deputy director for 
science policy at FDA’s Center for Veterinary Medicine, “We’re encouraged by the fact 
that farmers were engaging and working with us to find ways to make it work.” 

One of the most important steps in tackling resistance is tracking it. The CDC funds 
state health departments around the US (and coordinates with laboratories worldwide) 
to maintain a network of antibiotic resistant bacteria data and samples. Says Patel: “We 
can use this to give us national estimates of infection rates to see how bacteria are 
changing, test new drugs against bacteria, and we also have used the bacteria we collect 
through this to help with vaccine development.” Though, it should be noted, the 
continued success of the programme could be in jeopardy as US President Donald 
Trump’s proposed budget suggests cutting funds to the CDC by 17% (or $1.2 billion). 

 The goal is to have scientists, clinicians, and epidemiologists all working together to 
address this issue. That’s something that hasn’t traditionally happened.  

Lastly, there need to be incentives that encourage the development of new antibiotics. 

The US National Institute of Health and the Biomedical Advanced Research and 
Development Authority have set up a biopharmaceutical accelerator called CARB-X. 
The fund is allotting $48 million to support antibiotic drug discovery projects. “They 
work with companies in the very early discovery stages to give them funding and 
technical support to get to the point that they have a product they can do clinical trials 
with,” says IDSA’s Jezek. Along those same lines, the IDSA is also currently working 
to develop legislation that would provide funding for clinical trials so that companies 
can avoid those hefty costs and stand a chance of making a profit from new antibiotics. 



With all of these programmes working together, and similar efforts taking place around 
the world, there is a lot of hope that humanity will manage to get a handle on the 
problem. Still, “we can only really slow the development of resistance. We’re not going 
to stop it completely,” says Jezek. “Even appropriate use of antibiotics does contribute 
to resistance.” 

And that means the challenge will always be immense. As long as there are humans and 
those humans carry and transmit disease – which they will – the entire world will have 
to continue fighting for resistance. 

 


